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ABSTRACT

Direct detection of planets around nearby stars requires the development of high-contrast imaging techniques,
because of their very different respective fluxes. We thus investigated the innovative coronagraphic approach
based on the use of a four-quadrant phase mask (FQPM). Simulations showed that, combined with high-level
wavefront correction on an unobscured off-axis section of a large telescope, this method allows high-contrast
imaging very close to stars, with detection capability superior to that of a traditional coronagraph. A FQPM
instrument was thus built to test the feasibility of near-neighbor observations with our new off-axis approach
on a ground-based telescope. In June 2005, we deployed our instrument to the Palomar 200-inch telescope,
using existing facilities as much as possible for rapid implementation. In these initial observations, using data
processing techniques specific to FQPM coronagraphs, we reached extinction levels of the order of 200:1. Here
we discuss our simulations and on-sky results obtained so far.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the exciting scientific goal of direct exoplanet detection, very high rejection levels are needed, imposed by
the contrast between the planet and its parent star. This has led to the development of new measurement
techniques, for imaging of faint companions close to a much brighter star requires being capable of observing
with high contrast ratio (ratio of the flux of the bright parent star to the flux of the fainter companion) at small
inner working distance (IWD). Considering ”classical” Lyot1 coronagraph techniques (use of an opaque disk to
block the on-axis light), practical issues such as large IWDs limit the performances. Of course, diffracted and
scattered light limit all coronagraphs to varying extents. Different novel approaches are thus being studied to
overcome these limitations.2–10

This led us to implement a novel high-contrast coronagraph to allow for detection in the immediate vicinity
of bright stars. This coronagraphic method uses a Four-Quadrant Phase Mask3, 11–14 (FQPM) in place of the
opaque disk in a classical coronagraph. Specific numerical simulations have bee conducted to determine the
best configuration to be used with this new type of masks. They showed that such a mask used in conjunction
with an off-axis section of the telescope and high Strehl ratios, would ensure high rejection in the very close
neighborhood of stars (ratio of the flux of a bright star without the coronagraph in place to the remaining flux
for the same star with the coronagraph in place).

2. WHY USING A FQPM?

2.1. FQPM principle

Fig. 1 presents the working principle of a coronagraph using a four-quadrant phase mask (FQPM). The collimated
beam coming from the telescope, i.e. a round and uniform pupil without central obscuration here (a), is focused
on the mask (c). There, instead of affecting the intensity of the image as a classical Lyot coronagraph would do,
a FQPM will change the phase of the beam. The mask is thus transparent, but splits the image plane in four
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Figure 1. Four Quadrant Phase Mask principle (pixels scales have been adjusted for each image for better clarity).

quadrants and adds a phase-shift of π for two of them diametrically opposed on a diagonal. This specific design
has the advantage of being geometrically achromatic. The Airy disk (b), i.e. the Fourier transform of the pupil,
is focused at the exact crosshair of the mask. A second lens is then used to re-collimate the beam, also achieving
a Fourier transform of the electric field. The effect of the mask then appear in the new repartition of the light
in the next pupil plane (d): all the light is now concentrated on four identical sections around the original pupil
which is now seen as dark. A Lyot stop (e), slightly undersized compared to the initial pupil dimension allows
then to get rid of all the light and allows keeping only the central dark part (f). The new electric field can then
be focused on the detector for image recording. For a star on the axis of the telescope, the pattern specific to a
FQPM is then observed (g), with now a dark center on the image and a flux level much lower than the initial
Airy pattern.

Fig. 2 presents the point spread functions (PSF) obtained with different cases of coronagraph. 2D images
are represented as well as cuts along a diagonal of the images. As a reference, the case without any mask, i.e.
an Airy disk, has been represented (solid line on the graph). Different type of coronagraph have then been used
and the image obtained in the focal plane of the detector normalized to the ”no-mask” case. A Lyot stop with a
diameter equal to 90% of the initial pupil has been used in all cases. As can be seen on the figure, with a FQPM
( line), the brightest remaining lobes are at a level close to 10−6 and the flux even drops to very low levels
in the center of the image. For the classical Lyot coronagraph cases, the results with different diameters of the
intensity occulting mask are shown. Even with a diameter of eight times the diffraction limit (8 ∗λ/D), the flux
in the image only drops by a factor of 104 ( .. line). One should also see here that the diameter of the mask
imposes a limit on how close to the central object one will be able to observe.

2.2. Central obscuration effect

In the preceding section, we have assumed that no central obscuration was present in the telescope pupil and
shown the corresponding performances of a FQPM. As we will show here, this assumption has an importance.
On fig. 3 are presented the same steps on the image formation through the coronagraph as in fig. 1. As one
can clearly see here, in the pupil plane just before the Lyot stop, the effect of the central obscuration is to keep
some light inside the pupil. The same four spots pattern is present around the edge of the pupil and around the
central obscuration, i.e. inside the pupil this time. Using a Lyot stop with a circular shape will then not allow to
block all the light. Lyot stops with more complicated shapes, adapted to this specific new pattern can be used
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Figure 2. Point Spread Functions for different cases: Airy disk, with a FQPM, and with a classical Lyot coronagraph
with different sizes for the occulting mask.

Figure 3. Effect of the central obscuration on the FQPM performances.

but their design is more complicated and they should be carefully aligned according to the system geometry.
With a circular Lyot stop, the light can not be perfectly canceled and increases the level of the four center lobes
on the image in the detector focal plane.

2.3. Tip-tilt effect

With a FQPM, the image has to be centered on the crosshair of the quadrants in order to cancel the on-axis light.
The naturally arising question is to what precision should it be centered. In order to assess this point, we have
simulated the effect of a mis-centering of the image, i.e. tip-tilt on the beam or telescope pointing error. Fig. 4
presents the results of these simulations. The image has been focused on the mask at different positions along
a line at 45 degrees along one quadrant (the arrow on the quadrant image shows the direction of the centering
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Figure 4. Effect of tip-tilt on the FQPM performances.

displacement). A 45 degrees line has been chosen as it represents the most unfavorable case. A two-quadrants
phase mask also allows for some extinction (at a much lower level than a FQPM) for a beam falling on the
separation between the two quadrants. So, if the mis-centering occurs along one of the separation between two
of the quadrants of a FQPM, the performance decrease will be less important.

At the bottom of fig. 4 are given the images obtained in the imaging focal plane together with the corre-
sponding shift of the image with respect to the FQPM crosshair. The image mis-centering is given in units of
the telescope diffraction limit, i.e λ/D. The graphic presents the corresponding degradation of the extinction,
compared to the case of a perfectly centered image, for the sum of the total energy in the image (triangles)
and for the max of the image (rectangles). As one can see, even with a small displacement of 0.18 × λ/D, the
extinction level will be strongly degraded. This shows that if high level of extinction can be obtained for an
on-axis object, the image has to be very precisely maintained at the center of the FQPM. But the fact that the
extinction level rapidly decrease when going away from the FQPM crosshair also plays as a big advantage of
FQPM coronagraph compared to classical Lyot ones. At one λ/D, almost no extinction will occur, allowing thus
for detection of companions or structures in the very close neighborhood of the object.

3. FQPM INSTRUMENT ON PALOMAR

As the simulations showed the innovative and powerful concept of the FQPM as an off-axis coronagraph, we
developed an instrument to be taken to the telescope. Our first coronagraphic phase-masks using the four
quadrants technique have been successfully manufactured at JPL and were tested with a dedicated laboratory
testbench, with rejections as high as 2260:1.15 The current design of the masks is optimized for one particular
wavelength, but allows for operation in moderately wide wavelength bands with moderate performance. Future
efforts will involve increasing the maximum rejection ratio and broadening the band.

The results of the simulation presented in the preceding section show that, in order to take full advantage of
a FQPM performances, the following requirements have to be fulfilled for an on-sky instrument:

1. use an unobscured aperture, and
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Figure 5. Implementation of the FQPM experiment on the Palomar 200-inches telescope.

2. get a high Strehl ratio.

These were thus the two guiding rules when designing our coronagraph.16 Fig. 5 presents the concept of the
instrument that was developed for the 200-inches telescope at Mount Palomar. The choice of this telescope has
been driven by its large diameter, its already performant adaptive optics (AO) system, and the existence of a
camera with a coronagraph focal plane (PALAO instrument17). Our mask could then be easily added to the
camera, but one still had to find a solution to the two preceding rules. This was achieved with a very simple idea:
getting a unobscured off-axis subaperture on the telescope pupil. The large diameter of the telescope allowed
there to have a subaperture as big as 1.5 m. A simple optical re-imager allows then to intercept the beam,
expand the pupil and send the beam back to the AO system as if it was the full pupil. One could thus benefit
of very high level of correction of the atmospheric turbulence on an unobscured pupil. The beam then simply
continues its path to the coronagraph and camera.

4. ON-SKY RESULTS

4.1. Strehl measurements

As it was obvious from the simulations that a high level of correction of the atmosphere was necessary to allow
for good rejection, we were particularly interested in knowing the Strehl ratio (SR) that was achieved on sky, i.e.
the ratio of the max of an image obtained on-sky to the max of a perfect image. We thus also recorded images
through our instrument without using the mask (these images were also used for calibration of the extinction
level). The Strehl ratio on these images was then computed using the following procedure:

• The centroid of the sky image is computed.

• A perfect Airy pattern is generated, with the same centroid position and the same pixel sampling as the
sky image. The arcsec/pixel scale is given by the magnification of our relay optics.

• The correct angular dimension of the generated Airy is checked by the matching of the Airy rings positions
between the simulated image and the sky ones.

• The total energy of both sky and perfect Airy images are normalized to one.

• The SR is calculated by taking the ratio of their max after normalization.

Fig. 6 presents the results of this method on a single star, HD121107. The left image corresponds to a single
exposure of 1.416s, and the one in the center to the sum of 20 images for a total integration time of 28.32s. The
images are presented in log scale for better view. The very good correction can be seen through the presence
of many rings around the central spot. On the summed image, one can even see up to the ninth ring. The
graph represents cuts of the short exposure (solid line) and of the perfect Airy pattern (dashed line). The SR is
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Figure 6. On-sky PSF through the FQPM coronagraph.Left: one short exposure, center: sum of twenty exposures, right:
cuts along the one-exposure image (solid line) and along a reference Airy pattern (dashed line).

Figure 7. SR measurements versus time. Left: Alpha Boo, 06/13/2005, 100 consecutive exposures. Right: HD121107,
06/14/2005, 29 consecutive exposures.

computed as the ratio of the max of these two cuts. Strehl ratios as high as 94% have been obtained, during an
observing run of three nights in June 2005.

Fig. 7 presents some results of obtained SR versus time, on two different objects and for two consecutive
nights. The left graph presents the SR computed on 100 exposures of 1.416s each, on Alpha Boo on the night
of June 13th 2005. The average of the SR is of 85.9% here with a standard deviation of 1.4%. The right graph
presents the same kind of results for 29 exposures of 1.416s each, on HD121107 on the night of June 14th 2005,
and shows the best achieved SR during the observing run. The average of the SR is of 91.2% here with a standard
deviation of 1.2%. Measuring the SR on all the calibrating data during the three nights allowed us to assess the
short and long time evolution of the quality of the wavefront correction. The small standard deviation of the
measured SR on a batch of images shows the very good short time stability of the correction. SR at the level of
80% were routinely obtained showing the good long time stability of the system.
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Figure 8. Image of a single star (HD121107) through the FQPM instrument. Left: image obtained off the mask (off-
FQPM). Center: with the star centered on the crosshair of the mask (on-FQPM). Right: on-FQPM image after data
processing using quadrants subtraction.

4.2. Extinction measurement

The first on-sky test of our FQPM instrument was conducted during the nights of June 13th to 15th 2005. On
fig. 8 and fig. 9, one can see some results obtained during this first observing run. Fig. 8 shows the first on-sky
images of the FQPM, with our magnified system, in the narrowband Brackett − γ filter. These images were
obtained on a single star, HD121107. The left-hand image corresponds to the image of the star when the light
was going through our system but simply through one quadrant, i.e without being affected by the mask. Images
like this one were taken on all targets to be used as calibration of the extinction. The center image corresponds
to the case where the stellar image is centered on the quadrant crosshairs. Different image scales has been used
here for better clarity. The extinction measured here is 110:1, i.e. 5.1 magnitudes (ratio between the brightest
pixel of the calibration image and the brightest pixel of the FQPM image). On the ”on-FQPM”, one can clearly
see the four lobes pattern around the center of the FQPM crosshair, as expected from the simulations (see
fig. 1). It is however somewhat distorted into a diamond pattern. The right-hand image of fig. 8 shows the
example of further data processing that can be applied to the ”on-FQPM” images by taking advantage of the
symmetry of the obtained pattern. In this case the diagonal showed as a dashed line on the center image as been
used as symmetry axis, the upper-left part being subtracted from the lower-right one. The extinction after this
”quadrants subtraction” is now 220:1.

Fig. 9 presents cuts on the three images, along the 45 degrees line used for quadrants subtraction, to show
the PSF shape in the different cases: the solid line corresponds to the ”off-FQPM” case, the dashed one to the
”on-FQPM” case, and the dash-dotted line shows the result of the ”quadrant-subtraction”. As one can see, the
quadrants subtraction improves the rejection on the max of the image, but also reduce the remaining flux in the
halo.

Fig. 10 presents the same results for a binary star, HD148112. The same images as in fig. 8 are presented
here. On the off-FQPM image, one can see the companion that lies between the first and second Airy rings
of the bright parent star, but its parameters (flux, separation) determination is perturbed by these rings, as
they have comparable flux levels. Centering the brighter star on the FQPM then allows a very clear view of
its companion (in the on-FQPM image) as the flux level of the remaining light from the intrinsically brighter
star is now significantly below that of the dimmer companion. The extinction ratio on the parent star was
here of 80:1, i.e. 4.7 magnitudes, with the Brackett − γ filter. The quadrant-subtracted technique allows
removing only the symmetrical pattern on the image, i.e. only the light from the star in the center, leaving the
companion unaffected. After quadrant-subtraction, the extinction on the flux of the parent star is 235:1, i.e. 5.9
magnitudes. The flux ratio measured here between the two stars is 23:1, and their separation is 0.730 arcsec.
The diffraction limit of a 1.5 m aperture being 0.370 arcsec, this off-axis phase mask coronagraph approach has
already successfully allowed imaging of a companion about 2 × λ/D away from a star 3.5 mag brighter.
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Figure 9. PSF obtained on a single star (HD121107) through the FQPM instrument. Left: off-FQPM. Center: on-FQPM.
Right: on-FQPM after data processing using quadrants subtraction.

Figure 10. Image of a binary (HD148112) through the FQPM instrument. Left: image obtained off the mask (off-
FQPM). Center: with the star centered on the crosshair of the mask (on-FQPM). Right: on-FQPM image after data
processing using quadrants subtraction.
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5. CONCLUSION

Numerical simulations have been conducted on the innovative concept of FQPM coronagraphy. These showed
the possibility, with a new type of unobscured, off-axis coronagraph, to achieve a regime of increased contrast
near bright stars, compared to more classical coronagraph designs.

We then designed and successfully installed our coronagraph on the Palomar 200 inches telescope (CA, USA).
Our instrument has been designed as an add-on system to the Palomar Adaptive Optics (PALAO) instrument,
and takes advantage of the high AO-performance level.

A first on-sky run in June 2005 has proven the very promising capabilities of this combination of off-axis
telescope and coronagraphic phase mask. Extinction ratios on stars as high as 235:1, after specific data processing,
have been obtained in the near-infrared with a passband of 1.3%. Detection capabilities of faint companions in
the very close neighborhood of bright stars have also been demonstrated. With the experience acquired with this
first on-sky run in terms of operation of this new type of coronagraph, possible improvements have been clearly
identified to increase the rejection ratio and the wavelength range through mask optimization and new designs.
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